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Online Case Study (PART THREE)   

 
Oxfam International  

Oxfam International (www.oxfam.org.uk) is a confederation of 13 
organizations working with over 3,000 partners in more than 100 countries to 
find lasting solutions to poverty and injustice. The Oxfam International 
Secretariat leads, facilitates and supports collaboration between the Oxfam 
affiliates to make Oxfam Internationals impact on poverty and injustice much 
bigger, through advocacy campaigns, development programs and emergency 
response. In country programmes are delivered on a ‘project’ basis, many of 
which have been running for several years 

Oxfam was originally founded in England in 1942 as the Oxford Committee for 
Famine Relief by a group of Quakers, social activists, and Oxford academics. 
It was one of a number of local committees formed in support of the National 
Famine Relief Committee Their mission was to persuade the UK government 
to allow food relief through the Allied blockade for the starving citizens of 
Nazi-occupied Greece. The first overseas Oxfam was founded in Canada in 
1963. The first minutes of the Oxford Committee for Famine Relief, from a 
meeting organized by University Vicar, Canon Milford, in 1942, to help Greek 
civilian victims of war, is contained in a historic book, Although most similar 
groups closed down after World War II, Oxfam kept going. The Oxford 
Committee for Famine Relief changed its name in 1965 and is now known as 
Oxfam Great Britain, still based in Oxford, UK.  

Oxfam’s specific objects are: 

‘to prevent poverty and to relieve poverty, distress and suffering in any part of 
the world (including starvation, sickness or any physical disability or affliction) 
and primarily when arising from any public calamity (including famine, 
earthquake, pestilence, war or civil disturbance) or the immediate or 
continuing result of want of natural or artificial resources or the means to 
develop them and whether acting alone or in association with others; and in 
particular but without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing for that 
purpose to provide food, healing, clothing, shelter, training and education and 
to undertake or assist in work calculated directly to achieve that purpose; and 
in connection therewith to educate the public concerning the nature, causes 
and effects of poverty, distress and suffering as aforesaid and to conduct and 
procure research concerning these and to publish or otherwise make the 
results thereof available to the public.’ (Source: The Charity Commission 9th 
June 2008). 

Its area of operations are National (UK) and overseas. Amongst the overseas 
countries it operates in number some of the poorest and neediest in the world 
countries, ranging from Afghanistan, through to Liberia and Zimbabwe, where 
it has just had to suspend its operations at behest of the Government. 
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However, it also operates in rich countries like Israel and South Africa. In 
overseas countries, it operates as a non governmental organization (NGO) 
and, therefore, is invited by governments to operate within countries, but is 
not an arm of Government although it may help it achieve its agenda, e.g. 
poverty alleviation. 

According to the Charities Commission its accounts from 2000 to 2006 were 
as in Table 1: Oxfam International accounts 2000-2006. 

Financial 

Year Start 

Financial 

Year End 

Gross 

Income 

Total 

Expenditure 

01 May 2000 30 Apr 2001 £187,336,000 £196,126,000 

01 May 2001 30 Apr 2002 £189,398,000 £186,668,000 

01 May 2002 30 Apr 2003 £188,970,000 £182,195,000 

01 May 2003 30 Apr 2004 £172,200,000 £176,500,000 

01 May 2004 30 Apr 2005 £237,500,000 £211,900,000 

01 May 2005 30 Apr 2006 £293,100,000 £282,700,000 

01 May 2006 30 Apr 2007 £290,700,000 £297,200,000 

 
Oxfam’s work is both varied and diverse, from combatting the cause of 
famine, to operating charity shops and clothing and shoe banks. 
 
Though Oxfam's initial concern was the provision of food to relieve famine, 
over the years Oxfam has developed strategies to combat the causes of 
famine. In addition to food and medicine Oxfam also provides tools to enable 
people to become self-supporting and opens markets of international trade 
where crafts and produce from poorer regions of the world can be sold at a 
fair price (Fair Trade) to benefit the producer. 

Oxfam's program has three main points of focus: development work, which 
tries to lift communities out of poverty with long-term, sustainable solutions 
based on their needs; humanitarian work, assisting those immediately 
affected by conflict and natural disasters (which often leads in to longer-term 
development work), especially in the field of water and sanitation; and 
lobbyist, advocacy and popular campaigning, trying to affect policy decisions 
on the causes of conflict at local, national, and international levels. 

Oxfam works on and a wide and diversified agenda including trade justice, fair 
trade, education, debt and aid, livelihoods, health, HIV/AIDS, gender equality, 
conflict (campaigning for an international arms trade treaty) and natural 
disasters, democracy and human rights, and climate change. It is part of the 
‘Make poverty History’ coalition. 
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The first permanent Oxfam gift shop opened in February 1948 on the ground 
floor of 17 Broad Street, Oxford, England, a lease on which building had been 
taken by the Oxford Committee for Famine Relief (later Oxfam) the previous 
November. This was one on the world’s first charity shops. This innovative 
fundraising idea attracted donations ranging from false teeth, various stuffed 
animals, up to a houseboat.  Today Oxfam operates approximately 750 shops 
throughout Britain as well as a number in other countries. Over 70 of the 
organization's shops in the UK are specialist Oxfam Bookshops making them 
the largest retailer of second-hand books in the United Kingdom. Oxfam 
Canada sold off its Bridgehead fair trade business, which in 2000 became the 
Bridgehead Coffee chain which continues to promote fair trade coffee and 
related products. 

Oxfam shops also sell fair trade products from developing communities 
around the world.Today, Oxfam’s shops raise £ millions.  

Oxfam has a number of successful fundraising channels in addition to its 
shops. Over half a million people in the UK make a regular financial 
contribution towards its work, and vital funds are received from gifts left to the 
organization in people's wills. While traditional tin-shaking techniques are still 
effective, Oxfam pioneered lots of new fundraising ideas like a table box from 
the 60s that was passed around at family mealtimes. Other originals include 
regular giving, pledges and the daddy of charity gift catalogues, Oxfam 
Unwrapped. 

Many London Marathon competitors run to raise money for Oxfam, and 
Oxfam also receives funds in return for providing and organizing volunteer 
stewards at festivals such as Glastonbury In conjunction with the Gurkha 
Welfare Trust, Oxfam also runs several Trailwalker events in Hong Kong, 
Australia, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and Japan. 

Oxfam has also been active in the ‘co-branding’ arena as a medium for fund 
raising. In 2007, it joined with zeta 8, the Australian based nutrition and 
network marketing agency, whereby 10% of all member joining and renewal 
fees received by Zeta 8 will go to Oxfam. 

Oxfam has a thriving publication arm producing Oxfam policy papers, 
campaign reports, and news on policy developments as well as teaching and 
educational materials. The Oxfam thriving press office deals with all media 
enquiries.  

Although, strictly speaking, it would be difficult to class organizations in the 
same or similar kind of work as ‘competitors’ (given the fact that they are all 
working to achieve the same ends, rather than at the expense of each other), 
Oxfam has ‘competitors’ in Christian Aid, The Evangelical Allinace Relief fund 
(TEAR Fund), War on Want, Save the Children, World Visionand Cafod to 
name but a few. Each operates on a similar basis as Oxfam, but may 
specialise, as Save the Children does, on a specific market segment 
internationally. Each competes for the ‘donor £/$’ in similar ways to Oxfam. 
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Oxfam has not been short on courting controversy, nor has it been lacking in 
a fair amount of criticism. It has been accused of championing campaigns of 
little impact but it counters that Oxfam wouldn't bother campaigning if it didn't 
work, from helping Ethiopia's coffee farmers get a fair deal with Starbucks, to 
securing billions more in aid and debt relief for poor countries, as part of Make 
Poverty History. The following are some specific examples which have been 
widely discussed in international media: 

a) The Starbuck’s affair 
On 26 October 2006, Oxfam accused Starbucks of asking the US National 
Coffee Association (NCA) to block a trademark application from Ethiopia for 
two of the country's coffee beans, Sidamo and Harar. They claimed this could 
result in denying Ethiopian coffee farmers potential annual earnings of up to 
£47m. 
 
Robert Nelson, the head of the National Coffee Association, added that his 
organization initiated the opposition for economic reasons, "For the U.S. 
industry to exist, we must have an economically stable coffee industry in the 
producing world...This particular scheme is going to hurt the Ethiopian coffee 
farmers economically." The NCA claims the Ethiopian government was being 
badly advised and this move could price them out of the market.  
 
Facing more than 90,000 letters of concern, Starbucks placed pamphlets in its 
stores accusing Oxfam of ‘misleading behaviour’ and insisting that its 
campaign needs to stop. The Economist derided Oxfam's ‘simplistic’ stance 
and Ethiopia's ‘economically illiterate’ government, arguing that Starbucks' 
(and Illy's) standards-based approach would ultimately benefit farmers more. 
  
Nonetheless, on 20 June 2007 representatives of the Government of Ethiopia 
and senior leaders from Starbucks Coffee Company announced that they had 
concluded an agreement regarding distribution, marketing and licensing that 
recognizes the importance and integrity of Ethiopia’s speciality coffee 
designations. 
 
b) Arms control  
In 2006, Oxfam helped persuade the UN to begin work on the first-ever treaty 
on global arms controls. Its development continues. 
 
c) Political affiliations 
Another controversy has surrounded its perceived political affiliations. Oxfam 
Great Britain has been strongly criticized by other NGOs for becoming too 
close to Tony Blair's New Labour Government in the UK and getting involved 
in other political activities. 
 
In 2005, the website ‘New Internationalist’ described Oxfam as a Big 
International Non-Government Organisation (BINGO). The website criticizes 
such organizations for being undemocratic whilst wielding enormous financial 
and economic clout.  
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On 28 April 2007 two academics in Melbourne, Australia representing a right-
wing think tank lodged a complaint with the Australian Competition and 
Consumer Commission, accusing Oxfam of misleading or deceptive conduct 
under the Trade Practices Act in its promotion of Fairtrade coffee. The 
academics claimed that high certification costs and low wages for workers 
undermine claims that Fairtrade helps to lift producers out of poverty. These 
claims were subsequently dismissed by the Commission.  
 
In 2003, Oxfam Belgium produced a poster with a picture of a dripping blood 
orange. The poster read, "Israeli fruits have a bitter taste...reject the 
occupation of Palestine, don't buy Israeli fruits and vegetables.’’ Oxfam was 
widely criticized because of the poster’s perceived anti-Israel political 
message and its allusion to traditional, anti-semitic blood libel rhetoric. 
Following publicity and pressure from the NGO Monitor, Oxfam removed the 
poster from their web site and Ian Anderson, the chairman of Oxfam 
International, issued a letter of apology. However, Oxfam maintained its 
support for a boycott of products grown in the West Bank and Gaza, Oxfam 
was criticized for its policy of what has been termed ‘selective morality’. 
 
d) Too much donor money goes on Oxfam’s administration 
One major criticism that Oxfam has always had to weather is that it is accused 
of spending too much money on administration and other overheads. Oxfam 
vigorously deny this. Oxfam claims to spend just 11p in every £1 donated to 
Oxfam on support and running costs – money vital to keeping an effective, 
professional organisation going, running efficient projects, getting people, 
equipment, supplies and funds to where they're needed.  
 
e) Support of ‘lazy’ poor people 
Other criticisms are that the money collected is spent of ‘lazy’ poor people 
who cannot be bothered to help themselves and have become ‘aid 
dependent’. Oxfam denies this one too as it suggests that no one wishes to 
live in poverty of their own choosing.  
 
f) Support of corrupt Governments 
Like the example of Zimbabwe, Oxfam is accused of supporting corrupt 
governments in poor countries and so wasting money. But Oxfam does not 
give money to governments. It works with governments sometimes, but the 
money is spent on own projects, run by own staff, and Oxfam is committed to 
accounting for every penny. Oxfam’s recent expulsion from Zimbabwe, by the 
Zimbabwe Government, testifies to the fact it does not support Government.  
 
Sources: 
The UK Charity Commission (www.charitycommission.gov.uk) 
Oxfam (www.oxfam.org.uk) 
BBC News, Starbucks in Ethiopia coffee row 26th Oct 2006, New Statesman  
Overington, C. (2008), Oxford Coffee harms poor Farmers, The Australian, 
April 28.   
The Age (2007), Not free, but fair: Oxfam cleared of coffee chicanery, 28th 
June. 
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NGO Monitor (2007), Oxfam’s apology, 16th July. 
Zeta8 (www.zeta8.com) 
 
 
 
Discussion Questions 
 
1. (a) Describe the contributing factors creating a ‘credibility gap’ between 

Oxfam’s poverty, distress and suffering alleviation objectives and its 
perceived foray into political/lobbying activities. 
(b) What can Oxfam do to narrow the perceived ‘credibility gap’ through a 

communication campaign aimed at its various stakeholders?  
 
2. Accusation of a lack of transparency (e.g. too much spending of donor 

money on administration) is a common criticism of Oxfam, and other 
charities in general. 
a) Discuss how an effective marketing control system can benefit Oxfam 

in addressing this issue.  
b) Construct a balanced scorecard (referenced in Chapter 16, Fig. 16.7) 

for Oxfam showing clearly how its objectives could be achieved to the 
satisfaction of all stakeholders.  
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